One goal of precise oncology is to re-classify cancer based on molecular features rather than its tissue origin. Integrative clustering of large-scale multi-omics data is an important way for molecule-based cancer classification. The data heterogeneity and the complexity of inter-omics variations are two major challenges for the integrative clustering analysis. According to the different strategies to deal with these difficulties, we summarized the clustering methods as three major categories: direct integrative clustering, clustering of clusters and regulatory integrative clustering. A few practical considerations on data pre-processing, post-clustering analysis and pathway-based analysis are also discussed.
INTRODUCTION
In current clinical practices, cancer is typically classified based on its tissue/cell-type origin and pathogens. As we know, cancer commonly involves complex molecular alterations. Molecule-based cancer re-classification and subtyping is becoming crucial for precision oncology [1] [2] [3] . Basically, molecule-based classifications come in two categories: supervised classification and unsupervised clustering. Supervised methods could discover genotype-phenotype interactions or patient risk stratifications based on labeled datasets (see a recent review in [4] ). Unsupervised clustering plays a different role in terms of identifying novel cancer subtypes based on unlabeled molecular data. Unsupervised cancer subtyping has wide clinical applications and the molecule-based subtypes may be different with current clinical subtypes or stages mainly defined by pathologic features [5, 6] . We will focus on unsupervised clustering methods in this review. Previous studies suggest that different molecular layers have different information for subtyping. For example, three surface receptors ER/HER2/PR principally define breast cancer subtypes which have been already used in clinical practices [7, 8] ; high mutation rate defines microsatellite instability (MSI) subtype [9] ; CpG island hypermethylation defines CpG island methylator phenotype (CIMP) subtype [10] . As the rapid development of high-throughput biotechniques, such as next-generation sequencing techniques and high-density microarrays, we can simultaneously profile genomic, epigenomic and transcriptomic features of large-scale clinical samples with relatively low cost in short time. Several public cancer genome projects, such as International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC), The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) and Asian Cancer Research Group (ACRG), have already released huge-volume cancer multi-omics data. One major challenge is how to integrate these data for better molecule-based cancer classification [11] . 1 
METHOD SURVEY
Overview: unsupervised clustering of cancer multi-omics data of molecule-based cancer classifications. These methods should deal with two major difficulties. The first one is "data heterogeneity": different omics data have different data distributions and variation patterns, for example, sequencing data are usually modeled by count-based distributions, microarray data commonly use Gaussian distribution and mutation data follow binomial distribution. The other difficulty is "the complexity of inter-omics variations": different omics data have inter-layer regulatory co-variations (for example, gene expressions are regulated by copy number variations and promoter DNA methylations), but each layer also has its own specific variation patterns. Also, the methods should consider the curse of dimensionality because the number of molecular features is usually much larger than the sample size. According to the different ways to deal with above difficulties, we summarized the multi-omics integrative clustering methods as three major categories: i) direct integrative clustering; ii) clustering of clusters and iii) regulatory integrative clustering (Table 1) .
Direct integrative clustering
One intuitive idea of integrating multi-omics data is to put all of them into a stacked matrix, and take this stacked matrix as input to the subsequent clustering analysis (Figure 1 ). To deal with the problem of data heterogeneity, this kind of method needs to process all types of data using a unified framework.
A simple strategy is to transform all types of data as relative scores by comparing the data from tumors and adjacent normal tissues [12] . Firstly, they used Cox regression to obtain prognosis-related features, including copy number variations, DNA methylations and gene expressions. Then, all the selected features were normalized and combined to a stacked matrix by comparing their values in each cancerous tissue against adjacent normal tissues. The final clusters were identified based on the stacked matrix using super k-means, which used Bayesian information criterion (BIC) score to automatically select the number of clusters.
Another strategy is to map different kinds of data to a shared low-dimension latent space. This strategy assumes there is a set of latent factors associated with a few driving oncogenic processes which generates the observed highdimensional omics data. As an example, iCluster+ adopted this strategy by using a generalized linear regression model to deal with different types of data [13, 22] . Different probabilistic link functions are used to establish the regression between observed data and lowdimension latent variables. The method also assumed sparse relationships between observed data and latent variables using l 1 -norm penalty in the regression model. Low-dimension latent model is directly related with nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF). Zhang et al. proposed a joint NMF method to find the shared feature matrix across multi-omics datasets, which is a lowdimension representation of the original high-dimension data [16, 23] . After transforming multi-omics data into the low-dimension subspace, classical clustering methods such as k-means can be used to get the final clusters. However, the objective functions of these latent factor models are usually non-convex. They can only use sampling based algorithms to find suboptimal solutions, which are usually slow and unstable. As the quickly increasing data volume, these computational issues will become more serious. As an alternative, low-rank approximation based methods are also used to find the low-dimension subspace of high-dimensional data [24] [25] [26] [27] , including cancer genomic data [28] .We developed a [21] low-rank approximation based integrative clustering method LRAcluster, which can quickly and stably find the global optimal with simple gradient-ascent algorithm [15] . The second strategy can be extended to an advanced joint and individual variation model, which assumes that different omics datasets share a joint variation pattern and each dataset also has another addictive individualized variation pattern. Joint and Individual Variation Explained (JIVE) used this strategy to jointly analyze gene expression and miRNA expression data [14] . Joint clustering across multi-omics data can be done based on the low-rank joint variation matrix, and independent clustering can also be implemented using the individual variation matrix (also with low-rank assumption). But this method can only deal with Gaussian data. The combination of above generalized linear regression model with JIVE model can solve this problem. One major drawback of latent variable or low-rank approximation model is that it is still hard to interpret the biological meaning of the latent factors, although several statistical methods have been proposed to find the associated molecular features with the latent factors [29, 30] . Another problem is that the explained percentage of the total variances is frequently small in the low-dimension subspace, which questions the basic assumption that a small number of driving oncogenic processes dominate the molecular variation patterns in cancer.
Assembling multi-omics data into one single matrix is the core consideration of direct integrative clustering. After the transformation, most clustering methods, such as k-means, hierarchical clustering, as well as other density-based and network-based methods [31] [32] [33] [34] can be used to generate different views of molecule-based cancer classifications. For the second strategy, the molecular features associated with different dimensions in the subspace can be used to analyze enriched biological pathways and functions. This information is important for biologically interpreting the major variation patterns (it is commonly assumed that each dimension in the subspace is related to a separate oncogenic process [13, 16] ) and the identified clusters. One drawback of direct integrative clustering is that if the dimensions orvariances of different omics datasets differ a lot, the integrative clustering results may be biased to those datasets with larger dimension or larger variance. Necessary data pre-processing procedure, which will be discussed in "Method in Practice" section, should be made before the analysis.
Clustering of clusters
Unlike direct integrative clustering which implements clustering by directly stacking different types of multiomics data, clustering of clusters (COC) is another way which performs clustering analysis on every single omics dataset and then integrates the primary clustering results into final cluster assignments (Figure 2 ). Primary clustering results can be regarded as an intermediate representation of dataset-specific similarities. And final clustering assignments are expected to make an appropriate comprise based on these similarities.
A direct strategy is to code the primary clustering results of each omics dataset into a binary vector which indicates the sample-cluster assignments. For example, if we perform k-means clustering on gene expression data and obtain three clusters, samples belonging to the first cluster would be encoded by [1, 0, 0] , the second cluster [0,1,0] and the third [0,0,1]. Repeating this process for every dataset, we can code every sample into a new binary vector whose length is X t i=1 k i where t is the number of datasets and k i is the number of clusters for dataset i. This vector forms a concise representation of original omics data variations in terms of similarity between samples. Based on the new feature vectors, subsequent clustering analysis can be implemented to get overall cluster assignments [3, 8] .
Instead of "hard" sample-cluster assignments, some probabilistic models can generate "soft" or probabilistic assignments, such as Gaussian mixture models or Dirichlet allocation process [35] [36] [37] . This kind of method usually describes a generative process, which models the cluster label as a hidden variable, controlling the probabilistic distributions that "generate" observed omics data. For dealing with multiple datasets, two layers of hidden variables are needed to represent both the overall clustering assignments and dataset-specific clustering assignments. A method named Bayesian consensus clustering was developed based on this strategy [19] . In its three-layer Bayesian network model, they assumed for every single sample of m different omics types x i = (x ij , j = 1, …, m), there exists an overall clustering assignment C i which follows a multinomial distribution with a Dirichlet conjugate prior.Then the separate clustering result L ij for j-th dataset of this sample adheres loosely to the overall cluster by a function v(C i , L ij ), which is inclined to favor the consistence between different datasets. Finally, the observation genomic data x ij is drawn from a mixture distribution specified by L ij . By the sematic of Bayesian networks, x ij is independent of C i , given L ij . Through effective learning and inference algorithm (such as Gibbs sampling), the method can obtain the probability of sample-cluster assignment C i for every sample. Another example applying similar Dirichlet allocation model, is called MDI (multiple datasets integration) [18, 38] . The general method of integrating multiple separate clustering results into one overall assignment is called consensus clustering, which has been studied well in the field of machine learning. They could be considered in different contexts [39, 40] . Above methods need first to learn the sample-cluster assignments in each omics dataset. Another strategy tries to directly combine the sample similarities in each dataset to an integrated similarity network. Then, network-based clustering methods, such as community-structure analysis [41, 42] , spectral clustering [43, 44] and Markov clustering algorithm (MCL) [45] , can be used to identify the final clusters. A method called SNF (similarity network fusion) first built a patients' similarity network for each dataset, based on the 'distance' of each pair of patients, and then it used a message passing algorithm to combine the similarities from multiple datasets [20] . In its original paper, the method only analyzed mRNA, miRNA expression and DNA methylation data, which are all real number data and can be measured by Euclidean distance. Other distance measures should be tested for analyzing other kinds of omics data.
The main consideration of COC is whether the intermediate structures or similarities can maintain the clustering information in the original datasets. And the transformation will make it more difficult to detect shared structures among different omics datasets. Another problem is that if there is a great disparity between the clustering results of different omics datasets, it should be checked whether the following consensus clustering is meaningful or not. Although this problem exists almost for all kinds of integrative methods, it is more serious for COC. Some measures should be applied to evaluate the consistence of different clustering results, such as Jaccard similarity [46] , adjusted Rand index [47] and other information theory-based measures [33] .
Regulatory integrative clustering
Besides cancer driver molecular alterations which play essential roles in cancer initiation and progression, there are also many passenger alterations co-occurring at the same time. To reduce the "noises" caused by passenger alterations, molecule-based cancer classifications should focus on driver alterations. The basic idea of regulatory integrative clustering is to only use the driver variations by considering the regulatory structures between different molecular layers, which can help discriminate driver and passenger variations (Figure 3) .
Candidate cancer drivers are usually defined as significant genetic alterations, such as somatic mutations and copy number variations [48] [49] [50] [51] . Recurrent epigenetic alterations, especially DNA methylation [52] , and large-scale functional screens [53] [54] [55] [56] can also be used to identified novel candidate drivers. Then, these alterations or perturbations are integrative analyzed with gene expression variations (either cis-or trans-acting effects), the functional indications of genetic alterations [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] . TCGA researchers have used this method to identify molecular subtypes of various cancers, such as the BRAF V600E -like and RAS-like subtypes of papillary thyroid carcinoma [62] .
Compared with direct integrative clustering and clustering of clusters, the clusters identified by regulatory integrative clustering methods are clearer on their molecular mechanisms. This kind of method is more like a framework or pipeline for integrated analysis instead of a general algorithm. 
METHOD IN PRACTICE
Pre-processing and post-processing Data pre-processing is crucial for multi-omics integrative analyses in terms of reducing unwanted biases and noises. Improper pre-processing frequently causes misleading results. Major pre-processing steps include: feature selection, data normalization and dimension reduction: i) Feature selection is to remove irrelevant molecular features, which have small variations or have poor correlations with clinical outputs, such as survivals and drug responses. Variance analysis, correlation analysis and some advanced Bayesian strategies can be used to remove the features with small variances. And, bootstrap based methods such as random forest or sparse regression models can be used to select clinical relevant features.
ii) Normalization is to reduce non-biological batch effects [63] and data variations. Quantile normalization and invariant set normalization [64] are most commonly used to reduce batch effects.
iii) Dimension reduction is to extract the major variations of high-dimensional data. It can greatly reduce data complexity and computational costs. Some popular unsupervised dimension reduction methods are broadly used, such as principal component analysis (PCA), singular value decomposition (SVD), t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) [65] and nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [66, 67] . But most of these methods assume Gaussian distribution of data. When applied to other data types, they should be modified accordingly.
In practice, a study may not take all the pre-processing steps and a few methods can directly include some steps in the computational models.
It is important for biologically interpreting the clustering results to perform post-clustering analyses, routinely including molecular signature analysis and clinical outcome analysis:
(i) Signature or differential analysis is to identify the molecular features associated with each cluster. For example, differentially expressed genes can be identified by comparing gene expressions in each cluster against the other clusters. Then, enriched pathways and gene ontologies of these genes can be used to annotate the biological characteristics of each cluster. (ii) Clinical outcome analysis is important to evaluate the identified clusters. Survival analysis is commonly implemented to evaluate the prognostic value of the molecule-based subtypes. Also, some studies try to combine clinical variables with identified molecular subtypes for better or more precise patient stratification.
Necessary refinements of the clustering results should be made according to the post-clustering analyses.
Pathway and network based clustering
Pathways and molecular networks contain useful prior knowledge of biological processes and functions. Existing databases have collected many pathways and general gene networks from biomedical literatures and highthroughput experiments [68] [69] [70] . Many studies suggest that incorporation of this prior information can improve the performances of computational analysis models. Pathway and gene network information are also widely used to cluster multi-omics data for molecule-based cancer classifications.
The simple strategy is to map all the omics datasets to annotated pathways or networks regardless of their molecular layers. Pathifier proposed a "principal curve" distance based pathway-level score, which is calculated based on the omics data of all the pathway genes, to describe the activity of each pathway in each sample [17, 71] . For each pathway analyzed, Pathifier supposes a d p -dim pathway subspace of the pathway genes (d p is the number of genes in the pathway) and every sample can be represented by a point in this space. Then, a "principal curve" is fitted to all sample points in the subspace. The distance of the sample point to the fitted curve is used as the pathway activity score for each sample. In its original study, only gene expression data were used, but this method can be easily extend to other types of omics data. Other methods to obtain alterations of pathways include, SPIA [72] , TieDIE [73] , and so on.
Some advanced approaches try to model inter-layer regulatory structures to score the pathway level alterations. PARADIGM used a directed factor graph (Bayesian network) to model various inter-/intra-layer interactions including transcription, translation, protein activation, protein complex formation and gene family redundancy for any given NCI pathway [21] . The variables in the graph represent different biological entities, such as copy numbers, mRNA expressions, protein expressions and protein activities in the original model. And the directed edges represent regulatory or signaling effects between two variables. The global likelihood of the Bayesian network based on the observed multi-omics data was calculated as the pathway level score for each sample. However, the major disadvantage of this method is that the factor graph model strongly relies on the prior knowledge of annotated pathways. Missing links or celltype specific effects may significantly change the results.
Instead of pathway-level aggregation, another strategy uses network information to smooth omics data. Hofree et al. proposed a network-based stratification (NBS) to integrate mutation data with gene networks [74] . The NBS model assumed that a gene mutation may not only cis-regulate its own but also affect its interacted genes in the network. Liu and Zhang adopted this model to jointly analyze genomic and epigenetic alterations (including somatic mutations, copy number variations and DNA methylations) with a pre-given gene network [75] . The gene network is used to smooth the variations in different omics datasets. Then, joint non-negative matrix factorization (jNMF) was used to find the pan-cancer subgroups [16] .
Although there are still many noises in pathway and gene network annotations, such as missing links, cell-type specific effects and parameter dynamics, this kind of prior knowledge is very useful for establishing more biological meaningful computational models.
Applications
TCGA provides a unified platform for practical applications of multi-omics unsupervised clustering analyses. TCGA pan-cancer study intends to provide another cancer classification system based on molecular features rather than their tissue origins [76] . By integrative Cluster-of-Cluster Assignments (COCA) analysis of somatic mutation, copy number variation, DNA methylation, mRNA expression, miRNA expression and protein activity data across 3,527 samples from 12 different cancer types, they identified 11 molecule-based major subtypes [3] . Five subtypes are nearly identical to the tissue-of-origin classification, but the remaining samples are re-grouped, for example, lung squamous carcinomas, head/neck squamous carcinomas and some of bladder carcinomas are grouped as a separate squamous-like subtype [3] . Several other methods, such as LRAcluster [15] and network-based jNMF [75] , have also been applied for pan-cancer classifications. They also found a cross tissue origin squamous-like subtype. In TCGA gastric cancer analysis, they used two different methods, iCluster+ [13] and clustering of subtype assignments, to analyze multi-omics data. Then, the clustering results were combined as the final four major subtypes [77] . To obtain more biologically meaningful results, they analyzed various features' significance in each single cluster and then made subtle adjustments of original clustering results.
In real applications, there are much more details that need to be considered. Different study designs or different cancer types may favor different clustering methods. As the release of more large-scale cancer multi-omics datasets, the advantages and disadvantages of different integrative clustering methods can be systematically evaluated.
DISCUSSION
Unsupervised clustering analysis of multi-omics data is an important way to discover novel molecule-based cancer subtypes. In this review, we generally summarized current methods into three major categories, direct integrative clustering, clustering of clusters and regulatory integrative clustering, based on their different strategies on dealing with the data type heterogeneity and inter-omics regulatory structures. Direct integrative clustering is straightforward, but effective in most real cases, by stacking multiple datasets into a single matrix. One major approach, the joint subspace based integrative clustering can also find the shared principal subspaces and the associated molecular features across different omics datasets. Clustering of clusters solves the problem of data heterogeneity by transforming every single omics dataset into an intermediate form, such as sample-cluster assignments or sample similarity networks. But this strategy is hard to find shared data structures, and most data variation information is lost during the transformation. The third strategy, regulatory integrative clustering takes more inter-omics regulatory structures into computational models. In practices, pathway and gene networks are commonly used to reduce the complexity of computational models.
Currently, one aim of precision oncology is to identify new molecule-based cancer subtypes from large-scale cancer multi-omics data. However, some other information should also be considered. For example, clinical features, such as ages, genders, pathological stages and blood test records, can better predict the overall survivals than omics data [78] . Unlike the omics data which only contain molecular level information of cancer tissues, clinical features provide more macro-scale perspectives of patients. Some clinical guidelines of targeted therapies contain both clinical and genomic indications. Unsupervised methods to integrate both clinical features and multi-omics data are still lacking. The principle of partial least squares (PLS) [79, 80] may be used for developing this kind of methods. Another important source is functional genomics data. High-content screening techniques using RNAi [53] or CRISPR/Cas9 [55]generated many genome-scale genetic interaction and gene-phenotype association data. These data can help describe causal mechanisms between genetic variations and gene activity, and then help obtain new subtypes. It is promising and challenging for integrating omics data with other kinds of biomedical data for more precise cancer classifications in near future.
As the decreasing cost of high throughput omics techniques, cancer omics data will increase much faster in following decades. More effective infrastructure for data storage and sharing should be developed [81] . For integrative clustering, the methods should take more considerations on the increasing computational burden in future, such as memory requirement, parallel computing ability, and especially time cost.
